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Context: The explosion of technologic advances in information capture and delivery offers unparalleled opportunities to assess and modify built and social environments in ways that can positively impact health behaviors. This paper highlights some potentially transformative current and emerging trends in the technology arena applicable to environmental context–based assessment and intervention relevant to physical activity and dietary behaviors.

Evidence acquisition: A team of experts convened in 2013 to discuss the main issues related to technology use in assessing and changing built environments for health behaviors particularly relevant to obesity prevention. Each expert was assigned a specific domain to describe, commensurate with their research and expertise in the field, along with examples of specific applications. This activity was accompanied by selective examination of published literature to cover the main issues and elucidate relevant applications of technologic tools and innovations in this field.

Evidence synthesis: Decisions concerning which technology examples to highlight were reached through discussion and consensus-building among the team of experts. Two levels of impact are highlighted: the “me” domain, which primarily targets measurement and intervention activities aimed at individual-level behaviors and their surrounding environments; and the “we” domain, which generally focuses on aggregated data aimed at groups and larger population segments and locales.

Conclusions: The paper ends with a set of challenges and opportunities for significantly advancing the field. Key areas for progress include data collection and expansion, managing technologic considerations, and working across sectors to maximize the population potential of behavioral health technologies.


Introduction

The advent of the personal computer, mobile communication devices, and related electronic innovations has heralded previously unheard of opportunities for impacting personal and population health. Among such technologic advances are the assessment, integration, and interpretation of massive amounts of diverse information about individuals (e.g., capture of real-time physiologic responses across a range of biological systems), as well as the environment (e.g., geographic information system [GIS] and global positioning system [GPS]). Complementing these advances have been innovations in communication media that have substantively changed the ways in which people live, work, and play.

Technologic innovation has left virtually no scientific domain untouched, including the health behavior arena. For more than a decade, technologic innovations have contributed to understanding and improving eating and activity behaviors and the social and built environmental determinants that shape them. 1

The purpose of this paper is to highlight current and emerging trends in health behavior–relevant built environment assessment and intervention, with an emphasis on applications to active living and healthy eating. A team of experts was convened in 2013 for this purpose. Although this article is not exhaustive and is a selective
examination of published literature, it covers a number of the major technologic developments that are being applied in studying and improving built and social environments related to eating and activity. In this context, environment is conceptualized broadly as “the circumstances, objects, or conditions by which one is surrounded … as well as the aggregate of social and cultural conditions that influence the life of an individual or community” (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, www.m-w.com).

Two general levels of impact are highlighted: the “me” domain, which targets measurement and intervention activities aimed primarily at individual-level behaviors and their surrounding environments; and the “we” domain, which incorporates aggregated data aimed at groups and larger population segments and locales. These two domains, although not mutually exclusive, have grown out of different traditions and objectives. The article ends with challenges and opportunities concerning the most promising avenues for harnessing technology to promote potentially paradigm-shifting science in the obesity prevention and health behavior–environmental arenas.

Technology and Environmental Assessment

The “Me” Domain: Person-Level Contexts and Behaviors

The “me” domain, rooted in the “Quantified Self” movement and similar consumer- or patient-driven self-awareness practices, captures individuals’ personal contexts and perceptions of their behaviors, health, and environments, typically in what can approximate real time. The increasing availability of smartphones and other mobile and wearable health- and behavior-related devices provides many opportunities for assessing a broad range of behaviors, health statuses, social interactions, and the environments that influence them. Broadly characterized, these include the self-tracking behaviors that individuals engage in themselves that can be leveraged by researchers, and the increasingly sophisticated set of technologies developed by researchers to provide objective measures of physiologic, behavioral, social, and environmental influences on personal health and daily function.

The ubiquity of mobile devices is increasing as they become smaller, faster, and less expensive. Early work in this area used PDAs [personal digital assistants] that were portable and could provide immediate feedback, such as tracking progress toward dietary goals, even though they lacked wireless capability. A recent Pew Foundation study found that 21% of individuals in the U.S. already use some form of digital device to track some type of information related to their health. Such tracking can occur through user-based input of information or data into the electronic device, or via sensors that passively track user behavior and feed that information back to the user, often in “real time.” A signal of the potential growth in the area of personal health data tracking is the Quantified Self movement. This movement sponsors activities where individuals can share their self-tracked data on everything from diet and physical activity to results of medical tests and genetic profiles. Although the focus of Quantified Self is to enable individuals to gain a deeper understanding of their health status or health goals, these same data may hold promise for researchers who are interested in deeper insights into the daily lives of individuals and their environmental contexts (e.g., the Health Data Exploration Project). For example, in addition to tracking health behaviors such as physical activity, applications (apps) such as MapMyFitness allow users to track their activities spatially through use of the phone-based GPS or other wireless trackers. Many of these apps are also available for desktop computers.

Advances in mobile sensing of physiologic state and health behaviors have occurred in several areas. These include devices incorporating accelerometers, gyroscopes, GPS, physiologic sensors (e.g., electrocardiography), cameras, and light and sound sensors, all with the intent to improve understanding of factors important at the bio-behavioral level. Platforms that integrate multiple sensors have been developed to make inferences about complex phenomena that may involve two or more behaviors concurrently or that fuse data from more than one sensor (e.g., tracking both calorie intake and physical activity data). The use of wireless scales to transmit weight data is now feasible both in health monitoring programs and research. Another example is measurement of electrocardiography, skin conductance, or respiration to detect episodes of stress and smoking. Smartphones have been used to assess dietary exposure, physical activity, and other health behaviors in a growing number of populations. A potentially powerful next step in this area is to more fully integrate data from contextual sensors (e.g., GPS) with physiologic and behavioral sensors to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the relations between proximal contextual factors and person-level data. For example, GPS data continuously measured from mobile phones have been used to capture information about how craving tobacco is influenced by exposure to point-of-sale tobacco outlets. GPS devices have also been used to track when and where people purchase food in relation to its availability and local weather conditions. In addition, the use of GPS-enabled smartphone apps can...
provide detailed contextual information on physical activity environments across a sizable geographic scale.10

Novel forms of behavioral assessment that include contextual domains are now enabled through the use of wearable cameras, such as the SenseCam, developed by Microsoft.20 SenseCam takes continuous pictures every 15–20 seconds and can improve classification of sedentary behavior in free-living humans,21 which is difficult to measure using accelerometer-based methods.

**Targeting the “We” Domain: Aggregated Data Across People and Larger-Scale Contexts**

Coming primarily from environmental and population science perspectives, the “we” domain focuses on aggregated data aimed at larger population segments and locales, and, increasingly, can include interactions among physical and social environmental contexts.

Map layers corresponding to different components of the physical environment provide necessary data infrastructure for identifying the context in which many individual-level health behaviors take place. The U.S. Census Bureau and municipal governments have produced most of these files and distribute them publicly through the Internet. Although the map layers, such as streets and census tracts, are available for all parts of the U.S., there is great variability in the local GIS base files made available by municipalities. Cities like Washington DC, Philadelphia, New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles make a wide range of map layers available through repositories of parcels, zoning, and public transportation systems. Lydar models, Google SketchUp, and other three-dimensional models can display physical environment features in these large urban areas. By contrast, smaller towns and cities may have little or no GIS infrastructure. This uneven coverage makes analysis across cities challenging.

Because of uneven coverage of GIS layers, the lack of attribute information in municipal layers, and the expense involved in primary data collection, researchers are increasingly turning to comprehensive web-based tools that use photographs and administrative data to show or describe the physical environment. These include walk-score, Google Earth, and Google Streetview. Some of these tools are proprietary and others are open-source. There are an increasing number of studies evaluating the reliability and validity of these data for built environment audits, many with promising results.22,23 However, the capabilities and limitations of these systems remain unclear.

Wearable technologies are increasingly capable of providing information about larger groups and the environmental factors that might collectively influence their health. This is particularly the case if they are built as systems that leverage the use of multiple types of sensors and analytic methods, such as machine learning, that are capable of handling the large amounts of data they produce across large numbers of people. The Personal Activity Location Measurement System (PALMS; ucsd-palms-project.wikispaces.com), developed with support from the NIH Gene Environment Initiative, is a promising approach in this area,24 and has been shown to identify travel behaviors that are often misclassified with other approaches to measurement.25 Though this type of measurement system can readily fit within the “me” domain, given its personal data-capture capabilities across multiple domains, it also is directly relevant to the “we” domain given its ability to integrate personal information across large numbers of people with higher-level contextual data. Similarly, a system of mobile phones with Bluetooth-connected air quality sensors has been shown to improve both real-time exposure information for its users as well as improved modeling of air quality across an entire region.26 Such aggregated, de-identified data from cell phones of thousands of users have been used to describe travel behaviors,27 and have begun to be applied to diet and physical activity behaviors.28 Other areas such as exposure to infectious disease and psychologic states have been the subjects of automated recognition based upon software on mobile phones,29,30 which can allow analysis of geographic and related contextual factors that may be involved. These forms of “mobile sensing” can quantify time spent in face-to-face proximity to others in the mobile network via Bluetooth in addition to location information to better capture health behaviors, resources, and outcomes across a defined group.30 Such data, in combination with self-reported information that is “crowd sourced” across a population, can allow tracking of health behavior patterns and determinants on a large scale.31,32 Frameworks to leverage these technologies have been proposed,32 and barriers and opportunities related to their use in social and behavioral sciences research have been identified.33

A growing number of validated observational tools have been developed to capture how community residents use physical environment spaces in relation to physical activity, eating, and other behaviors. For example, the validated System for Observing Play and Recreation in Communities (SOPARC) is a tool for assessing park and recreation areas in relation to physical activity levels and types along with demographic characteristics (e.g., gender, age group).34 The online materials for the tool include protocols, data coding forms, mapping strategies, and training materials (activelivingresearch.org/node/10654). Recently, the tool has been automated.
via mobile technology to enhance its ease of use (iSOPARC), and the mobile app version has been shown to be reliable and efficient for gathering observational data examining park contexts and users across several countries. Related tools for observational capture of built environment–health behavior relations include the System for Observing Physical and Leisure Activity in Youth (SOPLAY), System for Observing Fitness Instruction Time (SOFIT), and System for Observing Children’s Activity and Relationships during Play (SOCARP). Arguably, all such observational systems could be executed, similar to SOPARC, via mobile device platforms. In addition, the Rand Corporation has developed an online app and user guide for SOPARC (soparc.rand.org). In the eating arena, the Nutrition Environment Measurement Survey for Stores has also been adapted for mobile data collection in a large survey of corner stores.

Although relatively little systematic work has been published to date in the physical activity and dietary behavior fields, social network analysis has been applied in other health behavior fields, including tracking sexual risk behavior, and other conditions (e.g., happiness) over extended periods of time. Such analytic approaches potentially allow for a greater understanding of how social and physical environments (e.g., worksites, neighborhoods) interact to promote or discourage health-related behaviors.

An example of an innovative electronic social network–based surveillance approach used in the physical activity field has been the exploration of methods for tracking contextual factors and use of mobile fitness apps via Twitter. Social network–based surveillance approaches to gathering relevant information across large populations can be conducted with less personal intrusiveness or reactivity than paper-and-pencil or interview-based assessment methods.

Technology and Environmental Interventions

Targeting the “Me” Domain

Despite an explosion of mobile apps aimed at individual health promotion and disease management, relatively few have been evaluated systematically for scientific accuracy, efficacy, and long-term behavioral maintenance and use (examples in “me” and “we” domains shown in Table 1). Reviews of apps aimed at physical activity and dietary change indicate that, although promising for their wide reach, customized messages, and continuity, rigorous evaluation of the sustained effectiveness of such programs remains rare. Some available tools focus mainly on educational content rather than behavioral and environmental management, and have not been well evaluated. Of particular relevance to the environmental arena is the potential for such mobile applications to capture, in real time, environmental contexts that may help or hinder individuals’ health behavior decisions. For example, in a mobile device intervention study in which participants tracked walking levels and personal and perceived environments throughout the day, perceived access to local supportive environmental factors (e.g., access to walking paths), although not perceived environmental barriers, was positively associated with daily walking. Participants reported walking on average about 20 minutes more at those times during the week when they had direct access to a walking path.

Additional applications in this area include the use of electronic games, such as “exergames” (e.g., physically active video games played on Wii and Kinect systems), that link active play to “gaming” aspects and motives. One experiment found, for example, that when college students were “primed” with contextual stimuli and messages concerning the physical activity-related benefits of an active video game (i.e., Dance Central for Xbox Kinect), they used the video game system significantly longer than those for whom the activity was framed as “gameplay.” The results suggest that, at least for some groups, “healthifying” exergames may be a more powerful motivator for extended active use than “gamifying” health behaviors. Through connecting with other players via online gaming apps, such recreational programs can be extended to larger groups of people. A complement to this approach is the addition of video games to traditional gym equipment.

Some innovative research has begun to explore the possibilities of virtual environments as potential enablers of individual health behavior change outside of the virtual world. For example, early research in this area indicated that when young adults watched a “virtual self” running on a treadmill, they exercised >1 hour more in the next 24-hour period relative to individuals who had observed a “virtual other” (not themselves) running or their “virtual self” being sedentary. Similarly, participants who watched their “virtual self” lose weight as they exercised and gain weight when they did not, exercised significantly more over the short-term relative to participants who watched a “virtual self” that did not change. Similarly, a recent study investigating the potential appropriateness of avatar-based virtual reality technologies for weight loss found that such tools might be useful for modeling weight loss behaviors (i.e., changes in diet and physical activity) in at least some groups of women.
The “Me” domain (person-level contexts and behaviors)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-tracking4-6</td>
<td>Apps that allow users to record data on calorie intake, exercise, medical test results, etc., in conjunction with proximal contextual information. Takes pictures every 15—20 seconds, which improves categorization of sedentary behaviors. A fully integrated measurement system that is capable of estimating Physical Activity Energy Expenditure (PAEE) by combining activity data collected by accelerometers, heart rate from heart rate monitors and location data collected by GPS data loggers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SenseCam20,21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Activity Location Measurement System (PALMS)24,25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The “We” domain (aggregated data across people and larger-scale contexts)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web-based tools and GIS22,23</td>
<td>Apps that allow residents to electronically capture barriers to active living and healthy eating in ways that compel action at the environmental and policy levels. Virtual environments where users can create a “virtual self” or avatar to help visualize and “practice” healthful activities and accomplishments. Example of an electronic game for older adults that incorporates navigation finding and outdoor walking to earn Bingo points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregated, de-identified data collection from mobile devices26-28,34</td>
<td>Web-based tools such as Walk-score, Google Earth, and Google Streetview can create a more comprehensive view of environments. Utilized to collect information on travel and other physical activity behaviors; also can be used to facilitate capture of observational surveillance data (e.g., SOPARC). Self-reported information that can be aggregated across large numbers of people to allow tracking of health behavior patterns and determinants on a large scale. Researchers can track a variety of behavioral information (e.g., exercise frequency, location information, daily app use patterns) via Twitter and other programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crowd-sourcing31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social network-based surveillance40,45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The Personal Activity and Location Measurement System (PALMS) and similar systems can also aggregate physical activity and environmental data over larger-scale locales and populations of relevance to the “We” domain. GIS, geographic information system; GPS, global positioning system; SOPARC, System for Observing Play and Recreation in Communities.

The “We” Domain

The potential power of online social networks to influence or support change in health behaviors has been noted in several recent studies.32,40,54 For example, in a brief weight loss study, the use of Facebook combined with personalized text messaging resulted in greater 8-week weight loss than either using Facebook alone or a waitlist control.35 Although yet to be fully explored, social networks and media also may serve as potentially potent tools for diffusing policies supporting environmental contexts that promote healthy lifestyles.56

Information technologies, if appropriately developed with the user in mind, can potentially be used to shrink the health disparities gap and promote greater health equity across a population as well as across regions of the world. One example of this approach has been the development and testing of an electronic tablet that can be used by residents from all educational and economic backgrounds to document the barriers to active living and healthy eating in their neighborhoods in ways that compel action at the policy level.57-59 This electronic “discovery tool” is currently being used in different portions of the U.S. and in other countries to inform low-cost, resident-driven environmental solutions for promoting healthy lifestyles.

A complementary approach to the aforementioned types of intervention is the use of technology and built environment contexts to ostensibly promote non–health-specific motives and goals (e.g., fun, social engagement, cognitive challenge), with greater physical activity or healthier food choices a “side effect” of such interventions. An example of this type of approach is BingoWALK, created by the Social Apps Lab at the Center for Information Technology Research in the Interest of Society (CITRIS), University of California, Berkeley in collaboration with researchers there.60 BingoWALK is an interactive electronic tablet-based game aimed at older adults that combines walking outdoors and navigational wayfinding with the game, Bingo. Players walk a specific route shown on the electronic tablet and find specific locations geocoded en-route to obtain Bingo points. Initial field tests of the electronic game are promising.
The explosion of electronic games developed for mobile devices offers vast potential for engaging individuals in ways that encourage positive health behaviors within different environmental contexts.

A growing question of interest concerns whether web-based virtual worlds and community-oriented social network games (e.g., Farmville, Second Life) can lead to real-life behavior change. It has been reported, for instance, that current research is underway evaluating the weight loss effects of “Club One Island”—a weight loss community within the web-based virtual world of Second Life. As part of this virtual community, participants attend virtual nutrition classes, watch themselves exercise, and discuss how they are doing.

**Other Emerging Technologies in the Field**

Given that the current article was not meant to be an exhaustive review, other emerging technology platforms with potential to significantly shape the health behavior and obesity prevention fields could not be discussed in detail. Among the types of potentially transformative technology platforms that await further development and testing are Google Glass, Apple’s Healthbook, and Android Wear. These represent just a few of the innovative technologies that hold promise for changing the ways in which users receive and interact with mobile health (mHealth) information. All promise a more seamless interface between the user and the device or program, which in turn may promote further granularity in assessment as well as more potent, lasting interventions.

**Challenges and Opportunities**

The relative newness of the field coupled with its rapid growth has resulted in both challenges and opportunities for scientists that deserve increasing focus and discussion. Some of the more timely issues are summarized below.

Technologies that support continuous collection of behavioral, social, and environmental data from individuals or groups raise several important questions for researchers in the areas of both privacy and participant informed consent. There are also practical considerations in conducting this type of research—should participants be provided with dedicated devices for the study, or use their personal devices? Who should assume the cost of the devices and their usage for the research? Answers to these questions depend on the specific scientific questions being pursued and where on the scientific continuum the research questions fall. For instance, providing participants with a single type of dedicated device and assuming the costs of the device and its usage could increase consistency across subjects and remove potential barriers to study participation and adherence. By contrast, allowing participants to use their own smartphones and cover the costs themselves would provide a more contextually relevant evaluation of the intervention.

Maintaining privacy and confidentiality in an era when geocoded data can be easily linked with social and behavioral data can be challenging. Moreover, the use of self-tracked and mobile technology–based data for health-related research is relatively new, thus there are few reports of how privacy is being addressed. A recent survey conducted on behalf of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Health Data Exploration project revealed that about 70% of respondents would be willing to share their data with academic researchers, with the dominant condition (57%) for sharing being an assurance of privacy for those data. Importantly, the survey also found a considerable cohort of roughly 30% for whom privacy was not a consideration with regard to sharing.

A 2013 Pew Foundation survey found substantial concerns about how the new digital world is compromising anonymity. More than 85% of respondents reported having taken some action to reduce identifying information from their online behavior. Despite these actions, there is growing research to suggest that re-identification of individuals who were anonymous in separate data bases can be accomplished through various mathematical strategies. For example, anonymous cell phone data for millions of users can be mined to identify 95% of individuals if as few as four spatial—temporal data points are available for each user. Thus, the expectations of anonymity that researchers and research participants have become accustomed to in traditional medical and public health research may be more difficult to sustain in the new digital era. Among potential solutions to such challenges is the increased use of technologic safeguards (e.g., encryption, strong passwords, industry vigilance in combatting misuse of information), along with more thorough consumer education concerning threats to privacy and more realistic consumer expectations related to data security and protections. Some data security companies have suggested that many of the problems related to data theft and user identification could be mitigated if companies offering information technology services to the public would install basic data protections to reduce data access vulnerabilities. Policy or legislative action may be required to speed up this process, and consumer education about data security and potential breaches is a lower-cost option. Further qualitative research is needed to understand how new technologies influence privacy-related attitudes and practices, and ideally the results of this research can inform policy.

In addition to difficulties with respect to assuring privacy and anonymity, health-related research using self-tracking, mobile, and other new technologies raises
new issues about how to address informed consent. Two of these issues are the value of collecting these data over an extended period of time, and the re-use of data in successive experiments. Current practices of informed consent are generally based on time-limited studies where measurements occurred infrequently. Thus, it has been possible to fully inform participants about all the uses of their data and provide assurance that, upon completion of a study, the data would be destroyed. Providing informed consent for data that will be used by many researchers over an extended period of time is often not feasible and raises new questions about how to address ethical issues related to using these new forms of data.64 Ethical issues associated with new forms of media and digital devices have been explored since the inception of the Internet. Recent surveys suggest that IRBs are divided with respect to whether these issues are unique, and relatively few institutions have developed formal guidelines to address them.65 Leadership from groups such as the NIH to help academic institutions develop a common set of principles and practices that could be implemented would be optimal. In the meantime, given the current milieu, it will be incumbent on researchers to continue to seek out strategies for ensuring that participants fully understand the attendant risks involved when using mHealth devices and programs.

Table 2. Challenges and Opportunities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Potential solutions and opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data collection and data expansion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of GIS infrastructure</td>
<td>Encourage local municipalities and companies to share GIS resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of sufficient data on physical activity and dietary behavior</td>
<td>Continue to educate and expand the number of researchers interested in studying physical activity and nutrition behaviors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of understanding of person-environment interactions</td>
<td>Increase the number of cross-sectoral studies that look at different dimensions of individual’s health choices and environments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical considerations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeping up with advancing technology</td>
<td>Centralized resources for researcher with links, critiques, etc. Partner with industry to develop and test cutting-edge technologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of technology and equipment</td>
<td>Enroll study participants in cohorts, so you can purchase fewer devices. Consider what costs can and should be covered by participants (e.g., smart phone ownership). Develop standardized protocols for privacy concerns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding issues for longitudinal data collection</td>
<td>Use existing relationships with funders to encourage the inclusion of built environment-related measures into existing longitudinal surveys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges with the “digital divide” between different socioeconomic populations</td>
<td>Locate, partner with, and use publicly available resources such as library computers, low-fee mobile devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas for “bridging the gap”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration across disciplines</td>
<td>Centralized group to link researchers and practitioners from different disciplines; encourage and incentivize institutional collaborations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding community and organizational systems, stakeholders, and decision-making approaches</td>
<td>Engage with decision makers who support built environment-technology work. Team up with organizational behavior experts from different community sectors. Work with industry to evaluate technology applications in behavioral health field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge the gap between assessment and intervention</td>
<td>Work with key audience members and groups to identify leverage points for change and how to integrate change strategies into tech platforms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broaden definitions of “built environment” research and focus to enable more comprehensive and potentially effective solutions</td>
<td>Work across disciplines and sectors. Identify and partner with experts from varied disciplines (e.g., planning, transportation, physical activity, food retail).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand link between food and activity environments</td>
<td>Model examples of teams that address both food and activity environments; propose an “energy balance” foundation for obesity prevention projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GIS, geographic information system.
Other challenges and future directions, and possible solutions for key challenges, are summarized in Table 2. The broadening definitions and focus of “built environment” research to include “man-made” social and media environments that have become increasingly ubiquitous also deserve further attention. Finally, it is increasingly important to find strategies to shrink the “digital divide” among socioeconomically underserved populations.66,67

The complex challenges described herein set the stage for transformative approaches to scientific discovery, application, and translation in the field. Through building partnerships across health behaviors, levels of impact, and relevant sectors, including the technology industry, the promise of the technologic advances described for measuring and modifying environmental contexts for active living and healthy eating may be realized more fully.
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